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The Ethiopian Revolution is on its final stage of development. This means that the people have
to choose which system of government to follow, namely, the one party system like that People’s
Republic of China, the two party system like that of the United States of America or the multisystem of European (Germany for instance)style of government.
These days too many intellectuals seem to prefer one type of government over the other
presumably because they are dispersed all over the globe as asylum seekers, refugees,
naturalized or born citizens. I hope that they are engaged in the right choice.
However, when it comes to be a citizen of Ethiopia, it boils down to the Ethiopian Revolution.
When I say the Ethiopian Revolution, I don’t mean the coming of Colonel Menghistu Haile
Mariam. His coming to power was just an incident designed to halt the true Ethiopian
Revolution. Despite Menghistu’s killings of prominent officials and terrorizing the Ethiopian
youth, the Revolution continued and still will go on continuing until the issue of economics
based on Ownership of Land and the issue of politics based on Citizenship is resolved and
settled.
How do we do that? First we have to recognize that Ethiopia has a long history and culture which
the current government interpret as HC = Ethnic Identity. Among this fundamental fault of
alphabetical script, the other guerrilla liberation fronts have propagated to engage the peasants
and workers that they were not Ethiopians. They propaganda tolls were based on fake politics
and false religious beliefs.
To reverse these fake politics and religious propaganda struggle will not be easy but it doable,
For a starter, let us begin to read the two books mentioned in the title. The first book is titled
“Tower in the Sky” authored by Hirut Tefera (not to be confused with Nigist Tefera). The second
book is titled “Love for Assimba” authored by Kahsai Abraha Bisrat. The former book is written
in Latin alphabet and the latter is written in Ge’ez script and in Amharic language, the official
language of Ethiopia.
I am not writing this article to review the contents of these two books. I am writing this as a
reminder to those who seek the true meaning of the Ethiopian Revolution in as much as to those
who want a final desired end of the Ethiopian Eway Revolution.
It is suffice to say that the author of Tower in the Sky is a genuine Revolutionary who surpassed
her mentor in a whole lot of aspects of life struggle. While the mentor was lost in lust, the student
survived in a love of a country and a struggle for people. She was emancipated for real. The real
test of leadership for the party was emancipation of the individual from racism, slavery or any
other addiction. And that was the true history of the Tefera’s family.

The other book is about collective struggle of the teacher’s vis-à-vis students of struggle, the
workers Vis- a Vis the peasants, soldier’s vis-à-vis cadres of the party, in the mountains and
valleys, between comrades and enemies working side by side. The symbol of Assimba was about
love. It seems an irony then Assimba is labeled as “love”. Could there be love when you are a
victim? It is hard to imagine in today’s Ethiopia. But it was instructed by Jesus and it is on
Eayona’ Quantum Movement. In a nutshell Kahsa’s book belongs to a big picture of EPRP
history.
Truth will prevail
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